Galliker Dairy Notes:
With over 100 years in business, the Galliker Dairy Co. is a 3rd generation family-owned
dairy centered in Johnstown, PA, with an additional processing plant in Cumberland, MD.
Founded in 1914, the dairy started solely as an ice cream company. In the mid 1920s, fresh milk
was added to its portfolio of products. Today Galliker’s offers a wide array of milk, iced tea,
juice, and ice cream flavors, as well dips and other items. Our products can be found throughout
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and several other states.
One of Galliker’s claims to fame is the signature “Light Safe” yellow jug. Widely
recognized within the marketplace as a symbol for quality and freshness, this innovative package
blocks ultraviolet lights that can adversely affect the flavor and quality of milk. The yellow jug
celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2017…HELLO YELLOW!
In 2014, Galliker Dairy began a “feature flavor” milk program, introducing Birthday
Cake flavored milk, which was launched in celebration of the dairy’s 100 th anniversary. Since
that time, Galliker’s has introduced over eight different feature flavors, some of which include
pumpkin pie, s’mores, and chocolate mocha mint. These innovative flavors help keep the dairy
case an interesting place to visit!
In recent months, Galliker Dairy introduced a “lactose free” version of their popular 2%
reduced fat milk with the goal of allowing those with some dietary restrictions the ability to
enjoy locally sourced, real milk from a homegrown company.
Today, under the direction of Louis G Galliker III, the dairy continues to provide quality
dairy products from locally sourced independent milk. Our hardworking farmers & employees
are a big part of what makes Galliker Dairy Company the refrigerator staple and household name
it is today. We are committed to providing quality, innovative products to our respected and
loyal customers for years to come. From our family to yours, we thank you for your continued
support of our mission to provide tasty, wholesome, and local dairy products to our community
for generations to come!

